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SAN FRANCISCO/LONDON: Samsung
Electronics Co Ltd on Wednesday unveiled
a nearly $2,000 folding smartphone in a bid
to top the technology of Apple Inc and Chi-
nese rivals and reignite consumer interest
amid slumping sales. The Galaxy Fold will
go on sale on April 26 and take advantage
of new and faster 5G mobile networks. The
device looks similar to a conventional
smartphone, but then opens like a book to
reveal a display the size of a small tablet at
7.3 inches (18.5 cm). The device “answers
skeptics who said that everything that could
be done has been done,” DJ Koh, chief ex-
ecutive of Samsung Electronics, said at an
event in San Francisco. “We are here to
prove them wrong.”

Samsung remains the world’s largest
smartphone maker with nearly a fifth of
global unit sales but underperformed a
slumping market last year. Chinese rival
Huawei Technologies Co Ltd - whose Mate
series of phones also
command premium
prices - gained mar-
ket share. Other Chi-
nese makers like
Xiaomi Corp have
also been increasing
prices, leaving Sam-
sung to defend its turf
against upstart rivals
in addition to its long-
time foe Apple.

With the foldable phone, Samsung is
going on the offense on two fronts in the
smartphone race: It is offering an eye-
catching new feature with the big, bending
screen and the first 5G connection in a pre-
mium phone, a feature analysts do not ex-
pect Apple to match until 2020. Samsung is
also making improvements to its flagship
Galaxy S devices and plans to offer a 4G
version of its folding phone. It also chal-
lenges the notion of what a phone can cost,
debuting at nearly twice the price of current
top-of-the-line models from Apple and
Samsung itself.

Patrick Moorhead, founder of Moor In-
sights & Strategy, said the new folding de-
vice could help Samsung stay at the top and
lure consumers to upgrade devices that
have looked largely the same over the past
five years. “Samsung and Apple go back and
forth” to lead the premium smartphone mar-
ket, Moorhead said. “I think this is Sam-
sung’s chance to take back the innovation
crown.” And even though the $1,980 start-
ing price is steep, some dedicated Samsung
fans said they would pay it. Navneet Kumar
Singh, a Samsung enthusiast from India who
traveled to San Francisco to watch the
launch, is ready to place his order.

“The prices of the flagship models have
been a little aggressive in India,” he said,

“But in the end, if you invest the money
you’re getting a different experience.” Sam-
sung also introduced several accessories to
compete against Apple, including a pair of
wireless headphones called Galaxy Buds.
The headphones include wireless charging,
a feature that Apple has promised to put
into is competing AirPods but has not yet
released. Samsung also said that its new
Galaxy phones will be able to wirelessly
charge its headphones and new smart-
watches by setting the accessories on the
back of the phone.

10 times faster
Along with the folding phone, Samsung

also added new cameras and a 5G version
to its Galaxy series of phones. Verizon
Communications Inc will be the first carrier
to offer service for Samsung’s 5G phones.
The networks are expected to be 10 times
faster than current ones, improving viewing

of live news and sports
events.

With the 5G ver-
sions of its flagships,
the Korean electronics
maker looks to have
beaten Chinese rivals
in the 5G race, al-
though the device will
operate only on the
small number of net-

works launching later this year. Apple is not
expected to release a 5G smartphone until
late 2020. The new networks are not avail-
able in many places yet but will roll out this
year and next. Consumers who want to hold
on to their phones for several years before
upgrading may be tempted to buy a 5G
phone now so that it will be able to take ad-
vantage of those networks later, said Bob
O’Donnell of TECHnalysis Research. That
could sway some Apple buyers over to
Samsung and other Android makers with 5G
devices.

“People are going to be thinking about,
am going to be able to use this a year from
now? Two years from now? Three years?”
he said. Rival smartphone makers are ex-
pected to announce 5G models at next
week’s Mobile World Congress, the indus-
try’s top annual event, in Spain. Samsung
said its 5G handset would be available in the
early summer. The Galaxy 10 series needs
to appeal to consumers who are reluctant to
upgrade for only incremental technological
improvements in performance. All of the
Galaxy series of rigid phones except the 5G
will be available from March 8, with the
S10+ priced from $1,000, the S10 priced
from $900 and the smaller S10e from $750.
The mainline S10 compares with $999 for
Apple’s iPhone XS and $858 for Huawei’s
premium Mate 20 Pro. —Reuters
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SAN FRANCISCO: Samsung senior vice president of product marketing Justin Denison speaks on stage about
the new foldable phone during the Samsung Unpacked product launch event. —AFP 

Google’s new
cloud boss has big
task to catch rivals
SAN FRANCISCO: Google has a new cloud com-
puting boss and big ambitions to someday pro-
duce more revenue from that business than from
advertising. Now comes the hard part: winning
over big-spending customers. Alphabet Inc’s cloud
computing division remains a distant third behind
Amazon.com Inc and Microsoft Corp in terms of
global revenue, according to analysts’ estimates. A
few major companies manage their data on
Google’s servers. But Google has nowhere near the
vast customer base of Amazon, according to a new
Reuters analysis of company regulatory filings.

Businesses generally are not required to dis-
close their cloud vendors. Reuters found 311 out
of about 5,000 worldwide that did so in 2018.
While not comprehensive, the data provide a win-
dow into Google’s challenge. Thirty five of those
companies named Google as a cloud provider. The
largest by market capitalization were oil major
Total SA and bank HSBC Holdings Plc. Amazon
Web Services led with 227 clients, including travel
company Expedia Group Inc and industrials giant
Siemens AG. Microsoft’s Azure cloud had 69 firms,
among them weapons maker Axon Enterprise Inc
and business data firm Dun & Bradstreet Co.
Thirty four of the companies cited multiple clouds.

The previously untracked data show the work
ahead for Thomas Kurian, who is weeks on the job
as chief executive of Google Cloud. Kurian has
vowed to double down where Google has seen
promising results. Specifically, he plans to target
governments and top companies in retail, manu-
facturing, healthcare, media and finance. “A lot of
our focus as we go forward is making sure that our

sales organization has the background and the
ability to sell to large, more traditional companies,”
Kurian said at a Goldman Sachs investor confer-
ence last week. “There’s enormous appetite in
those companies to consider Google.”

Google declined to comment or make Kurian
available for an interview. People familiar with his
plans said he is looking to reshape his division’s
culture. A key part is developing or acquiring
easy-to-use, industry-specific corporate applica-
tions, an area that Amazon and Microsoft do not
dominate. “It’s about the on-ramp onto their
cloud,” said Daniel Ives, a New York-based finan-
cial analyst following the cloud industry for Wed-
bush Securities. “The main way to get that is
through applications.”

A 22-year veteran of Oracle Corp, Kurian gave
the database company fresh life as the product
leader behind its move to selling cloud services. His
hire is already making potential customers recon-
sider Google, said Ray Wang, founder of Constel-
lation Research, a Monta Vista, Calif.-based firm
that helps businesses negotiate cloud deals.
“They’ve worked with him,” Wang said. “There’s a
trust factor that wasn’t there before.”

Kurian also must reassure some investors be-
wildered by Google’s cloud ambitions: Diversi-
fying revenue beyond advertising is a plus, but it
is not coming cheap. Google, Microsoft and
Amazon combined spent nearly $53 billion on
capital expenses last year, driven by data center
projects to house their clouds. With gross mar-
gins of 20 percent or less, selling cloud storage
or tools for which customers need specialized
staff is less lucrative for a small vendor, industry
experts said. But margins on the type of software
Kurian likely wants to offer can top even the 60
percent of Google’s ad business. “The next wave
of growth is going to have to come from the
heavy hitting applications,” said Kerry Liu, chief
executive at Rubikloud, which helps retailers
with cloud projects. —Reuters


